Abstract. In the work we obtain a complete description of generalized functions asymptotically homogeneous at origin along a multiplicative one-parametric group of transformations so that the real parts of all the eigenvalues of its infinitesimal matrix are positive including the case of critical orders. The obtained results are applied for constructing asymptotically homogeneous solutions to differential equations whose symbols are quasihomogeneous polynomials along this group in the non-critical case.
Introduction
This work is a generalization of our paper [1] . Let = { , > 0} be a multiplicative one-parametric group of linear transformations in R , so that 1 2 = 1 2 , and we assume that the real parts of the eigenvalues of the group generator are positive. Also let be some space of test functions ( ( ), ( ), etc.) invariant w.r.t.
, ( ) be a positive continuous function on > 0 , and ∈ ′ (as usually, by prime we denote the space of the associated generalized functions).
Definition 1.
We say that has a quasiasymptotics at zero (at infinity) w.r.t. ( ) along the group , if for each ( ) ∈ and some ∈ In this case one also says that is asymptotically homogeneous on along the group = { , > 0} at zero (at infinity) and writes ∈ − ( ) ( ∈ ( ), respectively). In the one-dimensional case when is the multiplication by we shall write ∈ −1 (ℱ) and ∈ 1 ( ), respectively.
If ≡ 0, we say that ( ) possesses trivial quasiasymptotics in group . If ∈ ′ satisfies relation (1.1) and ̸ ≡ 0, the function ( ) is necessary self-similar (regularly varying) function.
We remind that a positive continuous function ( ), > 0, is called self-similar, if for each > 0 and some ∈ R ( ) ( ) − −− → →∞ uniformly on compacts in , cf. [6] . The number is called an order of self-similarity . The order of the self-similar function ( ) appearing in (1.1) is called an order of asymptotically homogeneous generalized function. We note that each self-similar function ( ) of order can be represented as ( ) = ( ), > 0, (1.2) where ( ) is a self-similar function of zero order (slowly varying function). We admit a complex order of self-similarity (and thus complex self-similar functions) bearing in mind that a complex self-similar function has representation (1.2) with ∈ C. We observe that if ( ) in relation (1.1) is of order , then is a homogeneous generalized function of power ∈ C in corresponding group of argument transformations ( ) = ( ), > 0.
Sometimes such functions are called "quasihomogeneous" of order w.r.t. group , cf. [8] .
Asymptotically homogeneous functions are well-studied in the space where ( ) is the kernel of fractional Liouville (differentiation) integration. We recall that ( ) is asymptotically homogeneous at zero w.r.t. self-similar function ( ) of order if and only if there exists a number > − + 1, such that its th primitive is continuous and has usual asymptotics w.r.t.
( 1 ). We note that can be represented as = ln , where is some linear transformation R . In works [3] , [4] there was provided the description of asymptotically homogeneous at infinity (at zero in [1] ) generalized function in the case when is strictly diagonal, its eigenvalues are real and of the same sign. In a particular case, when the eigenvalues of the matrix are also same (the corresponding transformation group is the group of dilations of R ), the complete description of homogeneous generalized functions along such group is provided in [2] .
The main aim of the present work is to obtain the complete description of generalized functions asymptotically homogeneous at zero in a group of multiplicative one-parametric transformations for which real parts of all the eigenvalues of infinitesimal matrix of group are positive. At that, together with a normal component, in the matrix there can be also a nilpotent part. As the main tool of such description serves so-called generalized spherical representation of generalized functions [5] described in the second section. This representation reduces the study of asymptotic properties of generalized function at zero w.r.t. the group { , > 0} to studying radial asymptotic properties of generalized functions defined on special spaces of test functions.
Asymptotically homogeneous generalized functions on these special spaces are studied in Section 3. There we also give a description of generalized functions in ′ (R ) asymptotically homogeneous along the trajectories determined by the multiplicative one-parametric group. We note that in Section 3 we give some statements without proofs since their main ideas they are close to the proofs of similar statements in [1] , [5] and can be easily reproduced in the new situation.
Finally, in the last Section we prove the theorem on division of a generalized function by a polynomial homogeneous w.r.t. group and the obtained results are applied for constructing asymptotically homogeneous solutions to differential equations, whose symbols are homogeneous polynomials, in noncritical case.
Generalized spherical representation of generalized functions
Generalized spherical representation in the most appropriate for us form was introduced in [5] . For the reader's convenience we reproduce the main milestones of its construction.
Suppose in R (and hence in C ) there acts a real continuous multiplicative group of linear transformations = { = ln , > 0}. The operator being the generator of this group is represented as = + ; = + , We observe that all these operators commute. The one-parametric groups associated with these operators are denoted as
3) be the eigenvalues of taken counting multiplicities so that , are the eigenvalues of and , respectively. Since the group is real, together with with each complex eigenvalue = + there exists a conjugate complex eigenvalue = − . We denote
Let Γ be a closed infinitely differentiable surface in R enveloping the origin so that each trajectory of the group { , > 0} intersects this surface just at one point and in a nontangential direction. Such surfaces will be called admissible. It is easy to show that the class of admissible surfaces is non-empty, in particular, as such surface one can take an ellipsoid sufficiently squeezed along certain axes. In R we introduce generalized spherical coordinates by the formula = ( , ) = , ∈ Γ, > 0. (2.5) Let ( ) ∈ (R ). Then by transformation (2.5) maps it to the function ( , ) = ( ) defined on Γ × R + . These mappings are denoted by so that
There appears a question to which space the function ( , ) belongs? It is easy to see that as > 0, the function ( , ) is infinitely differentiable and decays as → +∞ together with all its derivatives faster than each power of 1 and at zero it possesses a special asymptotic expansion. In order to describe the image of the mapping and to justify the corresponding change of variables, we introduce some definitions.
We let = { : ( , ) = , ∈ Z + }, (2.7) ℰ is the space of polynomials ( ) homogeneous w.r.t. group {H , > 0} of power so that ℰ = { ( ) : (H ) = ( )}. In the space ℰ we define operators A acting in accordance with the formulae 8) where ℓ are the elements of nilpotent matrix associated with the operator . The operators A are nilpotent. We return back to generalized spherical coordinates. Formal asymptotic expansion ( , ) = ( ) at zero reads as
Here ,0 ( ) is the trace on Γ of a polynomial in the space ℰ and
( ) are some integers. Let us give a rigorous mathematical meaning to these observations. Let Γ be an admissible surface in R . The space (Γ) is that of infinitely differentiable on this surface functions with standard topology of uniform convergence together with all the derivatives. The corresponding system of semi-norms is denoted by {·}. We introduce the space¯as that of the functions ( , ) being infinitely differentiable as ∈ Γ and ∈ R + , for which as = 0, 1, . . . there exists functions , ( ) ∈ (Γ), ∈ , 0 ( ), so that
We introduce the notation
The topology on¯is defined by the system of norms
In¯we define the subspace
Here the space of polynomials homogeneous w.r.t. group {H , > 0} of degree and the space of its traces on Γ are identified and denoted by the same symbol ℰ . The topology in is induced by that of¯. It is easy to see that is a closed subspace of the space¯. We note that the relations (2.9), (2.10) and (2.8) for the functions in imply the formula
Theorem 2.1. The mapping defined by the formula (2.6) is an isomorphism of the spaces (R ) and .
This statement allows one to introduce the functional ( , ), > 0, ∈ Γ for each generalized function ( ) ∈ ′ (R ) by the formula
so that ( , ) belongs to ′ . By Hanh-Banach theorem we can continue on whole the¯. We denote this continuation by ( , ) and call it generalized spherical representation of the function ( ) ∈ ′ (R ) so that
At that,
We observe that the generalized spherical representation ( , ) of the function ∈ ′ (R ) is determined non-uniquely. Formula (2.15) yields Lemma 2.1. Let ( ) be a self-similar function of order . In order a generalized function ( ) ∈ ′ (R ) to be asymptotically homogeneous at zero w.r.t. self-similar function ( ) along the group of transformations = { , > 0}, its generalized spherical representation ( , ) is necessary and sufficient to be asymptotically homogeneous at zero in w.r.t. 1 ( ) on , where
Thus, to describe the class − ( (R )), it is sufficient the class of asymptotically homogeneous generalized functions on the spaces ⊂¯. We preface it by a description of asymptotically homogeneous generalized functions at zero on more general special spaces of generalized functions.
Asymptotically homogeneous generalized functions as zero on¯, ,ℱ
and (R )
Let be at most countable (probably empty) set of complex number such that in each halfplane {Re < : ∈ C, ∈ R} there is at most a finite number of the points in . To each ∈ we associate a nonnegative integer ( ) ∈ Z + . The sets of pairs of numbers ( , ( )) are indicated by¯and called admissible sets. We settle that if ( ) < 0, then / ∈ . By¯we denote the space of the functions ( ) ∈ ∞ (R + ) decaying as → +∞ together with all its derivatives and such that for each ∈ Z + and some constants , dependent on
where ℓ = 0, . . . , , and
The superscript will be omitted if it is clear which¯is meant. The topology in¯is defined by the system of norms
Hereinafter the function ( ) is infinitely differentiable on [0, +∞), compactly supported, and equals 1 in some neighborhood of zero. We observe that at zero ( ) ∈¯has the asymptotic expansion
The space¯is a Frechet space. We also note that¯is invariant w.r.t. argument dilation.
As an example of generalized functions in ′¯w e adduce the functions
generalizing the functions + in [2] . In order to do it, we introduce several definitions and notations. Let ∈ . By ∖ we denote the set of pairs¯with the pair ( , ( )) thrown away, and by Pr we indicate the set of real numbers {Re : ∈ }. Let ( , ( )) ∈¯. We define the mapping
The mapping is an isomorphism of the spaces¯and ∖ . We observe that these mapping commutes with dilations.
Let ∈ C and¯is an admissible set of pais. We let
It is clear that depends only on Re . We note that is a finite set. We let
where the order in which the operators are multiplied is somehow fixed. Further results will be independent of this order. It is easy to see that
we denote by ∅ the space of test functions in + vanishing at origin together with all its derivatives.
Lemma 3.1. Let¯be an admissible set and the number ∈ C is so that − − 1 / ∈ . Then there exists the unique homogeneous of degree continuation of from ∅ on¯. This extensions is defined by the formula
where ( ) ∈¯, and
We note that + is meromorhpic w.r.t. ∈ C generalized function and at the points − − 1, ∈ , it has the poles of order ( ) + 1. So, in a vicinity of the point 0 + 1 ∈ − the function ( + , ( )) is expanded into the Laurent series
where 0 = (−1)
In ′¯w e introduce generalized functions
analogues of delta-functions and its derivatives. Suppose ( , ( )) ∈¯and ( ) ∈¯and let (∆ , ( ), ( )) = , , = 0, . . . , ( ), (3.9) where , are the corresponding coefficients of expansion (3.2).
Lemma 3.2. Let ( ) be a self-similar function of order and ( ) ∈ ′¯a nd its support is separated from zero, i.e., there exists a number > 0 such that supp ( ) ⊂ { }. Then ( ) has a trivial quasiasymptotics at zero in ( ).
Employing the ideas of works [1] and [5] , one can easily prove the following theorems.
Theorem 3.1. Let¯be an admissible set, ( ) be a self-similar function of order , at that Re − 1 / ∈ Pr , and a number ℓ is so that
Then ( ) ∈ −1 (¯) if and only if
where supp 0 is separated from zero and 1 is defined as follows. There exist numbers , ∈ Z + and continuous as > 0 function ( ) satisfying
so that for each test function ∈(
Let¯be an admissible set, ( ) be a self-similar function of order , at that Re − 1 ∈ Pr , and a number ℓ ∈ C satisfies condition (3.10). Then ( ) ∈ −1 (¯) if and only if identity (3.11) holds, where supp 0 ( ) is separated from zero and for each ( ) ∈t he generalized function 1 ( ) is determined by the formula
with some ∈ Z + and a continuous function ( ) obeying asymptotic relation (3.12). Here Here¯− 1 are determined by formula (3.5).
Let Γ be an admissible surface in R . The space (Γ) is that of infinitely differentiable on this surface functions with standard topology of uniform convergence together with all the derivatives. Suppose Γ is covered by a finite number of charts , in each of which local coordinates = ( 1 , . . . , −1 ) are defined. Then the corresponding system of semi-norms is introduced as
where is a multi-index, is the corresponding differential operator. We let¯=¯⊗ (Γ) (projective tensor product of the spaces¯and (Γ)). The spacē can be realized as the space of functions ( , ) being infinitely differentiable as ∈ Γ and ∈ R + . Thus, for each ∈ Z + there exist functions , ( ) ∈ (Γ), ∈ , 0 ( ), such that
whereΩ [ ]( , ) was introduced in (2.11). The topology on¯is defined by the system of semi-norms (2.12). For ( , ) ∈¯we have asymptotic expansion (2.9)
which can be differentiated w.r.t. arbitrary many times. More precisely, for each ∈ Z + there exists ∈ Z + such that
In the space¯the most part of statements analogous to that in¯holds true. In particular, analogues of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2.
Let ( ) ∈ ′¯a nd Φ( ) ∈ ′ (Γ). Then ( )Φ( ) ∈ ′¯i s determined by the formula
Hereinafter the superscript of (Φ( ), ( , )) means the value of the generalized function Φ( ) ∈ ′ (Γ) on the function ( , ) treated as a test one in (Γ) for a fixed .
In particular, if − − 1 / ∈ ,
)︂ ,
where = ∏︀
In the space¯the generalized functions asymptotically homogeneous at zero in a noncritical case are described by the following theorem. Theorem 3.3. Let¯be an admissible set, ( ) be a self-similar function of order , at that Re − 1 / ∈ Pr , and a number ℓ ∈ C is so that
where supp 0 ( ) is separated from zero, and 1 ( , ) is represented as follows. There exists a number ∈ Z + and a continuous in function ( , ) with values in
with some generalized function ( ) ∈ ′ (Γ) such that for each ( , ) ∈(
In the space¯the generalized functions asymptotically homogeneous at zero in the critical case are described by the following theorem.
Theorem 3.4. Let¯be an admissible set, ( ) be a self-similar function of order , at that Re − 1 ∈ Pr , and a number ℓ ∈ C is such that condition (3.19) is satisfied. Then ( , ) ∈ −1 (¯) if and only if
where supp 0 ( ) is separated from zero, and 1 ( , ) is represented as follows. There exists a number ∈ Z + and a continuous in function ( , ) with values in ′ (Γ) satisfying asymptotic relation (3.20) with some generalized function ( ) ∈ ′ (Γ) such that for each ( , ) ∈(
Definition 2. Suppose that to each ∈ a finite-dimensional subspace ℰ ∈ (Γ) and a nilpotent operator in ℰ are associated so that
We define a subspace in¯, letting
where ℱ = {ℰ , : ∈ }, and = 0, . . . , ( ). The topology in ,ℱ is induced by that of . It is easy to see that¯, ℱ is a closed subspace of the space¯.
The next theorem together with Theorem 3.3 provides the description of generalized function in the class −1 ( ,ℱ ) for the noncritical case.
Theorem 3.5. Let¯be an admissible set, ( ) be a self-similar function of order , at that, Re − 1 / ∈ Pr , and ( , ) ∈¯.
To describe asymptotically homogeneous functions at zero in the critical case, we make auxiliary constructions clarifying the structure of the spaces ,ℱ .
Since is nilpotent, in ℰ there exists a basis
such that for each ℓ = 1, . . . , ,
Let ( , ) ∈¯ℱ . We fix ∈ and in asymptotic relation (3.16) we separate a term corresponding to this ,
Expanding ,0 ( ) and [ ]( , ) in terms of basis (3.24), it is easy to get
28) be a biorthogonal family of generalized functions in ′ (Γ), i.e., the family with the properties Now we are able to give the description of asymptotically homogeneous functions on ,ℱ in the critical case. Theorem 3.6. Let¯be an admissible set, ( ) be a self-similar function of order , at that Re − 1 ∈ Pr , and let in¯there is a subspace ,ℱ . At that, in ℰ we choose a basis { ℓ, ( )} like in (3.24)-(3.25), and in ′ (Γ) a biorthogonal system { * ℓ, ( )}, cf. (3.28), (3.29). Suppose also that there is a number ∈ C satisfying relation
where 0 , 1 and 2 obey the following conditions. 0 ( , ) ∈ ′¯, has a support separated from zero. The generalized function 1 ( , ) ∈ ′¯i s defined as follows,
for each ( , ) ∈ ,ℱ , with some ∈ Z + and continuous in > 0 function 1 ( , ) with values in ′ (Γ) so that
with some 1 ( ) ∈ ′ (Γ). The generalized function 2 ( , ) ∈ ′¯i s represented as follows,
for each ( , ) ∈ ,ℱ , with some ∈ Z + and continuous functions ℓ, ( ) satisfying asymptotic estimates
with some constants , ,ℓ . Here we suppose that
Let us describe generalized function in ′ (R ) asymptotically homogeneous at zero along the trajectories defined by the multiplicative one-parametric group { = ln , > 0} of linear transformations R . The generator of this group is represented by (2.1). Its eigenvalues determine vector , cf. (2.3), with properties (2.4). In the second section we have introduced the notion of generalized spherical representation ( , ) ∈ ′¯f or the generalized function
where ∈ (R ), and Γ is an admissible surface.
Definition 3. We say that the spaces¯,¯and ,ℱ are generated by the group { , > 0}, if the function ( , ) belongs to the space ,ℱ , where is determined by the formula (2.7) and the numbers ( ) corresponding to each ∈ are evaluated by asymptotic expansion (2.9). At that, the space ℰ associated with each in is the space of polynomials ( ) homogeneous w.r.t. group {H , > 0} of degree so that ,ℱ = , where the latter is defined in (2.13). We also say that the space¯is chosen optimally, if ( ) is non-zero and ( )+1 ≡ 0. Now, taking into consideration relation (2.16), to describe asymptotically homogeneous generalized functions we can employ Theorem 3.3 in the noncritical case and Theorem 3.6 in the critical one.
In the noncritical case the following theorem holds true.
Theorem 3.7. Suppose we are given a self-similar function ( ) of order , at that 37) and a number ℓ so that
where supp 0 ( ) is separated from zero and the generalized function 1 ( ) is determined as follows. There exist a number ∈ Z + , a continuous in function ( , ) with values in ′ (Γ) obeying asymptotic condition
with some generalized function ( ) ∈ ′ (Γ) such that
To formulate an appropriate theorem in the critical case, we shall make use of additional constructions.
Let ℰ be the space of the polynomials ( ) homogeneous w.r.t. the group {H , > 0} of degree . Similarly, ℰ * is polynomials ( ) homogeneous w.r.t. the group {H , > 0} transposed to H so that
If a polynomial ( ) is homogeneous w.r.t. the group {H , > 0} of degree = + , then it is homogeneous w.r.t. the groups M and L of degrees and , respectively. Let ∈ C. We denote
In accordance with said above, all the polynomials in are homogeneous w.r.t. the group M of degree Re (similarly, all the polynomials in * are homogeneous w.r.t. the group M of degree Re ). In the spaces and * we define the operators A and A + acting as
where ℓ are the elements of nilpotent matrix corresponding to the operator . The operators A and A + are nilpotent.
Employing the chain rule, we obtain
Since ( ) is a polynomial, the matrix of the operator M is non-degenerate and all its eigenvalues are positive that is possible only as ( ) = const . Thus, on * × one can introduce a bilinear form
Let us point out some properties of this bilinear form.
, ∈ ℰ 2 , and 1 ̸ = 2 , then < ( ), ( ) >= 0.
The operators A and A
+ are mutually adjoint w.r.t. bilinear form (3.46) so that
3. The spaces ℰ and ℰ * are invariant w.r.t. the operators A and A + .
The operators and + can be continued on whole (Γ). In order to do it, we introduce the following definitions. Definition 5. Suppose we are given a one-parametric group ℬ = {ℬ , > 0}, an admissible surface Γ, a number ∈ C, and a generalized function ( ) ∈ ′ (R ) whose supp is bounded and separated from zero. We define its restriction on (Γ) by the formula
We note that if ( ) is the trace of a polynomial homogeneous w.r.t. the group ℬ of degree , then
Let { ℓ, ( )} be the canonical basis of the operator in ℰ . Then
ℓ } is the canonical basis of the operator in . Let us construct a special biorthogonal family { * ℓ, } ∈ ′ (Γ). Let {̂︀ ℓ, ( )} be the family of polynomials biorthogonal to { ℓ, } in * w.r.t. bilinear form (3.46) and ( ) ∈ ′ (R ) be a generalized function with compact support separated from zero so that ( ( ), 1) = 1, for instance, ( ) = ( − 0 ), where 0 ∈ Γ. Then as the family { * ℓ, } one can take
We observe that under such choicê︀
where, as above, we supposê︀ ℓ, ℓ +1 ( ) ≡ 0. Now Theorem 3.6 becomes Theorem 3.8. Let ( ) be a self-similar function of order , at that
Re − | | ∈ Pr , (3.51) 0 ∈ Γ, and a number ℓ ∈ C be such that
Then ( ) ∈ − ( ) if and only if 
with a generalized function ( ) ∈ ′ (Γ), and the condition
is a linear combination in all ∈ −| | and all polynomials ranging some basis of ℰ * of the terms
where a continuous function ( ) (depending on and polynom ( )) satisfies asymptotic relation
with some constant (dependent on ).
In conclusion of this section we note that the complete description of generalized functions homogeneous w.r.t. the group is given in the work [10] .
4. On dividing of generalized function by polynomial with preserving quasiasymptotic and some applications
As the application of above given results we consider the following problem. Suppose we are given a self-similar function ( ) of order ∈ C, a polynomial ( ) homogeneous w.r.t. the group { , > 0} of degree ∈ C, i.e., such that To solve such kind of problems, we shall make use of certain results on dividing of a generalized function by a polynomial homogeneous w.r.t. the group with preserving the quasiasymptotics. The proof follows exactly the same lines as that of Lemma 5.1 in [1] , one just should employ the previous lemma.
Let¯,¯and ,ℱ be generated by the group { , > 0}, and the space¯is chosen optimally, see Definition 3. Let ( ) be a polynomial homogeneous w.r.t. this group of degree , i.e., ( ) = ( ). Then it is homogeneous of the same degree w.r.t. the group M = ln (the group of dilations along the corresponding axes). Therefore, there exists a multi-index ∈ Z + such that = ( , ). Denote by + the set { + , ∈ }. Let us prove that + ⊂¯, i.e., + ⊂ and ( ) ( + ). Indeed, ( ) = ( ), and since (R ) is invariant w.r.t. the multiplication by ( ), ,ℱ is invariant w.r. And since ( ) ( , ) ∈ ,ℱ , then ( + ) ( ).
